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PREFACE
Anyone who has gazed into the starry sky with awe
and amazement has often wondered what holds things
together, where space ends and if there is no end,
what wonders are beyond.

The planets that are contained

in this solar system and the growth of theories of the
causes of the motions of these bodies are just some of
the many wonders that a person can research.
In this work, I have intended to trace more or less
a history of man's theories that govern the motions of
the planets.

I must admit that I will not cover by far

all the theories of the growth of theories in this paper,
but I will treat those that, to me, had the greatest
influence on the generation preceding and including our
time of modern astronomy.

(2)

GENERAL INFORMATION
The mmtions of the planets are dominated by the
sun.

The sun is essential.

This solar system depends

on the sun for radiant energy.

It is also the bond that

holds the bodies that we are in direct relation with,
The sun comprises 99.87
percent of the matter in the solar system. 1 It is this
on their prospective courses.

great mass that causes the sun to be such a gravitational
glue.

If somehow the gravitational force of the sun

could be turned off, each planet, asteriod, and comet
would move away in an essentially straight-line path:
the solar system would adjourn once and for all. 2
Our earth is one of mine planets that are dominated
by the sun.

Mercury and Venus are closer to the sun

than the earth and the others are farther away.

All

nine travel in the same direction and very nearly in the
same plane (the plane of the sun's equator).
Unlike a star, which burns, creating light, the
planets reflect light.
with tremendous heat.

Also stars are gaseous bodies
The planets are much smaller than

stars and are cool, hard, compact bodies.
"Planet" comes from the Greek word "planetos"
which means "wanderer".

They are so-called because they

move in such a manner that was difficult for the Greeks
to explain.

(3)
The nine planets are generally classified in either
one of two ways.

They are grouped either by reference

to the earth or by reference to the asteroid belt that
lies between Mars and Jupiter.
When the earth is the reference point tbe planets
are termed as being in:ferior or superior.

Inferior

would be the planets that lie between the earth's orbit
and the sun.
Mercury.

There are two such plan-ets:

Venus and

Superior planets orbit the sun in paths that

lie outside the earth's orbit.
Planets can also be classified by their physical
nature.

The first four (Mercury, Venue, Earth and Mars)

are sometimes called the terrestial planets.

This is

because they are very similar to the earth.

They are

comparatively small in size, have a high average density,
rotate slow, and have few or no satellites.
The other planets (except Pluto) are termed the
"Jovian" planets because they are similar to Jupiter.
These planets lie on the other side of the asteroid belt.
They rotate fast and have many satellites.

They are large

in size and are low in average density.
Pluto is classed by itself.
to as the enigmatic planet.
than other Jovians.

It is sometimes referred

It is smaller and rotates slower

It is believed to have been a

sat ell ite of Neptune eons past .

OBSERVED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLANETS:
Planets do not appear in all parts of the sky,.
They are close to the ecliptic within the zodiac.

Only

Mercury and Pluto vary significantly and this is only
be a few degrees.

As the planets move through the

skies in their daily flight., they appear to move like
the stars in an east to west motion.

The complication

factor in the analysis of the planetary motions is that
their apparent wanderings in the sky resulted from the
combination of their own motions and the earth's orbital
revolution.J

All have a westward diurnal motion with

the stars, and all move gradually eastward among the stars
until they return to approximately their original positions.
The motion of the planets on their orbital paths
are not uniform.

Occasionally the planet appears to move

in the opposite direction.

It retrogresses.

The earth

catches up with and passes the planet and as the earth
speeds on by the planet appears to move in retrograde
motion.
The planets are also associated with a particular
time unit known as the synodic period.

This is the

length of time that a planet appears in the same position
in the zodiac.

It is the length of time required for

the fast-moving planet to gain a lap on the slowermoving one.5

Because of each planets own speed in its

4

(5)
orbit around the sun, each planet has a different synodic
period.

Each planet's synodical revolution, in relation

to the earth, in days are:

Mercury, 116; Venus, 584;

Mars, 780; Jupiter, 399; Saturn, 378; Uranus, 370;
Neptune, 367; Pluto, 367. 6
The three main features of planetary motion which
call for explanation are (1) location near the ecliptic,
(2) direct and retrograde motion, and

(3) synodic periods.?

All theories that have been proposed by man have
had agreement on the first feature.

The downfall of a

theory is the result of observations of the last two
features.

As observations increase throughout the ages,

dissention over the last two features would cause a
theory to become irrelevant.
GREEK THEORIES
The Greeks were forerunners of scientific thought
and methodology.

Aristotle was their leader.

His theory

to explain the apparent motions of the heavens was based
on a two-sphere universe concept.

The earth and moon was

one sphere with the earth at the center and the moon on
the surface.

The other planets and heavenly bodies were

confined to the outer sphere.

His theories were greatly

expanded by his contemporaries in the Greek world.

These

students of both Aristotle and Plato used the step by step
approach of modern scientific methodology.

Aristotle

must be counted as the most comprehensive and influential

(6)
cosmologist of the ancient world. 8
Eudoxus was the first to expand the Greek theories
of spheres.

He did this around the fourth century B.C.

He was the pupil of Plato and his theory was a central
feature of Aristotle's world-picture which was the next,
more general version of the Ptolemaic system.9
In Eudoxus' planetary system each planet was placed
upon the inner sphere of a group of two or more interconnected, concentric spheres whose simultaneous rotation
about different axes produced the observed motion of the
planet.10

Two or three spheres can approximately re-

present the total motion of the sun and of the moon, but
they cannot account for the retrograde motions of the
planets, and Eudoxus' greatest genius as a geometer was
displayed in the modification of the system that he
introduced in treating the apparent behavior of the
remaining five planets. 11 He kept expanding the spheres
until his theory was composed of 27 transparent spheres.
They were centered on the earth and each turned at its
own uniform rate around a given axis.
One sphere carried the stars from east to west.
Combinations of others represented motions of the su.n,
moon, and the known planets.

A given planet was attached

to the equator of a sphere which turns around its poles;
t he poles of t hi s s pher e i n turn were atta ched to a
second bigger sphere which turned at another rate around

(7)
its two poles; and so on. 12
Similar theories extended the version of Eudoxus.
Calliphus was one, and even Aristotle composed a theory
which consisted of 55 spheres.

Heraclides asserted that

the earth rotates from west to east daily and also that
Mercury and Venus move around the sun. 1J
According to the Greekswere next in the heavens to
14
the "Primum mobile" (the prime mover).
Aristarchus was the first to use a heliocentric
theory.

He held the opinion that the sun was the central

body about which the earth moved in its orbit, but was
unable to support his theory by convincing argument.

He

thus had few followers and his theory fell into oblivion. 14
The concentric sphere theories were inadequate for
astronomers.

The spheres would be invariant in distance

from the earth.

But planets appear brighter and therefor
seem closer to the earth, when they retrogress. 1 5 The
theory failed to explain this change of brightness during
the synodic period.
THE THEORY OF EPICYCLES
Since the Greeks were persistant in their belief
in the geocentric universe they had to devise additions
to their theories.

Such a theory was the theory based on

Epicycles and deferents.

This new mathematical mechanism

for the planets consists of a small circle, the epicycle,
which rotates uniformly about a point on the circumference
of a second rotating circle, the deferent. 16

(8)

This concept was lain by Apollonius in the latter
half of the third century B.C.
theory.

Hipparchus added to the

Ptolemy's Almagest has the works of Hipparchus.

Hipparchus is not only renowned for his epicycle theory
but he also made a legacy of his observations.

Ptolemy

inherited this legacy to form a highly satisfactory
geocentric theory of the motions of the bright planets. 17
The complete theory of the Epicycles is a joint result
of Appollonius, Hipparchus, and Ptolemy.
THE PTOLEMAIC SYSTEM
The following lay the foundations of the Ptolemaic
System:

(1) The earth is stationary; (2) the earth is

the center; and (J) the celestial bodies move in perfect
circles at a constant speed.
These ,assumptions can be reconciled.
revolve easterly around the earth.

The moon and sun

The moon requires

27.3 days and of course the sun requires a year.
movements of the planets are

exp~ained

The

by the use of epicycles

and diferents, to explain the retrograde motions.
There are a number of reasons why the Ptolemaic Theory
lasted for so long.

The main reason is that it accounted

for the movement of the universe.

Following Ptolemy there

Nas an era of non-progress in Astromonu.

1

The Ptolemaic

system was kept alive by the Moslems. They translated the
theory so more people could read and understand the theory.
THE COPERNICAN REVOLUTION
A period of transition dominated the world around the

(9)
14th century known as the Renaissance.

This period

revealed a rediscovery of the classical Gre.eks.

Thus a learn-

ing by reason instead of revelation began to come about. Man
must turn to nature.

This brought about a contrast to old

ideas that the home was uniquep big, and firm and the sky
was little, far away, etheral and used to tell time and fortune.

New thoughts abounded everywhere.

ward.

The voyages of discovery, around 1)00, extended man

away from home.

People were out-

Magellan proved that there was no central

geographic location.

This period of Reformation destroyed

Rome as the center of Christian thought.
Nicolaus Copernicus developed a new theory out of this
transition period.

He was born in 1473 in Poland and in

1543 his work, De Revolutionibus Orvium Coelstium, was

pub~

lished the same year he died.
These are the Assumptions made by Coperninus;(1) the
celestial sphere is stationary, (2) the sun is thecenter of
the universe, and (3) celestial bodies move in perfect circles
at constant speeds.
What led Copernicasto make this daring statement that
the earth was not the center of the universe?

People believed

that God put them on the earth because the universe was centered around it.
Coperninas was only looking for a theory that would
make the motions of the heavens coordinated with a theory
that was simplier.

llis the.ory sta.te·S that the ()!a.Pt.h t"Otate.s d.aily from

west to east.

the. sun.

It also re\folves fl.l'lnually

ln a:n orbit

Planeta.r:oy rer:frregrade motlo.ns are ex,plai:ned sitnple.r.

Pttts a new detlni.tion on the sider·eal day.

the stars are fl:x:ed.
e·p;ic:tcla·s.

He al.s<:J s.ay.s that

lie did not throw awa.y the use o:t

He used them to erxpla;in retrograde mot.ions and to

x-epr.eseni; nonoircular mot.io·n a.t va..:ti.a'ble tS.peeds•
ep1·~yol.es

around

The use of

did not. disappear unt11 Kepler,. tO years later .•

Why wa...s Oopernietts• S'Ystam

acc~p.ted

over 'Ptolemy even

thottgh b¢>t.h are ade<J;uate to explain the motions'
The main reason is simpl:tc.ity.

Cope•rnlous was able to

s.atisfy h.imsel.f th.at the plf;Inei;a.;nr loops and the o.ha..rnse in
int.enslt~

of light could be eJtpla.ln:.ed w:i:t::hou:t tlte ce>mplieated.

mach1net'~ ot e.picyuJ.es.tB

Ace:ordlnij to Copemicu.s, the motion

th.a.t Pto1ell11{ 'b;ad e:x:pla,in:ed with ma..jor .ecpicycl.e·.s: was r:oeall:tt

the motion ot the earth, attribu"ted to the planets by a.
restial op.server wh.o thougnt himself stat.iona.ry .l.9
ea.rt.n was allowed to .rotate,
bt>illta.ncy ·C·an he easily

that the

epic~ele

in other

wa~rs,

~tro.gressiGJn

e:x;plained··~

t~r

If the

and the eha;nge·-in

A:.ll solentlst:s .ag:r-e-e

theory ls a wonderf"ul sr;dentific theot'1t

it is a

ni.ghtm~:lr.e.~

Aftel:" all, tl:te

~e'heme

is

intended as a descrf.p.ti ve one• that is, a. <:t.eviee· to make it

e:asier te> :vemernve:f'

artrl:

predicrt the m.otions .

One "begins to

wonder whether the motions are nut more simple wne·n they are
cc:mstaered just as the.y are •.rat·her than with such a eompli. ·.· .·. •· ..... ·. . 20
cated mechanism to,explain
them.

lie

(11.)

It took several years for the world to accept Copernicus' theories.

It has religious implications of both the

Catholics and the Protestants.

Man became just a speck of

dust clinging tenaciously for his dear life, on the surface
of the earth as it majestically swings around the sun. 21
There were also scientific objections to the new theory.
Some scientists
falling bodies.

believed~that

a rotating earth would effect

Also, that revolution would cause that stars

to move in a loop.

~esides,

Copernicus' original theory did

not simplify Ptolemy's that much.
but not the major ones.

It still used epicycles,

This is John Milton's description

from his Paradise Lost;
. . . . the sphere
with centric and eccentric scribbled o'er
Cycle and epicycle, orb in orb
fits Copernicus fully as well as Ptolemy. 22Only the stoutest of mathematically trained people chose
the Copernican theory over the Ptolemaic system. 23 But by
weighing the many facts, astronomer's accepted Copernicus.
It was clear that the ~t~planets, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn,
were above the sun, and the moon was below it.
Venus and Mercury?

Where was

Putting them below the sun would serve to

fill the great space between it and the moon, but then Venus
would require a huge epicycle.

Moreover, one would expect to

see transits - passages of Mercury and Venus across the face of
the sun- and none were abserved.

From antiquity came a

sug-

gestion that the orbits of Mercury and Venus were centered on
the sun, but this would make them anomalus among the planets .

. r

(12)
A motion of the ecliptic would produce gross changes in
steller latitudes, which were measured from the ecliptic,
and such changes had never been observed. 24 On the basis
of Copernican theory was built the structure of modern a.stronomy.25
KEPLER'S LAWS OF PLANETARY MOTION
Three great astronomer's who contributed to the laws
of planetary motions were Tycho Brahe, Galilee Galilei, and
Johannes Kepler.

These three were vital in the transforma-

tion from the Ptolemaic to the Copernican system.
Tycho is most famous for his very accurate observations
of the positions of the stars and planets. 26

These precise

observations wePe made entirely without the aid of a telescope. 27
In 1572 he observed the nova, or new star, Cassiopica, which
for a few weeks revealed Venus is brilliant; no

~---could

'/
''-28
the celestial sphere be regarded as absolutely (changless .-\
\

'----- -- --··..

His obervations of lunar and planetary positions where measured
to an accuracy of 1 or 2 minutes of an arc in angular measures.
He totally observed for 20 years and recorded everything. He
did this with the most precise instruments of his time of
which most were of his own design.
Although he is most noted for his accurate observations,
he did develope a conception of the universe that was Ptolemaic
in nature.

It was a hybrid similar to Heraclides.

He pictured

the moon and sun as spheres that moved around the earth and
the five known planets moved around the sun.

The reason why

(13)
he objected to a sun-centered universe was because he failed
to
made further contributions to astronomy.
studies of the comet of

His

1577 showed that a comet is not an

atmospheric phenomenon and it moved in an oval-shaped path.
Here was the first suggestion that celestial bodies move in
noncircular orbits.

From his vast collection of data, Kepler

was able to go to work immediately in trying his hand at a
2
new theory of planetary motions which would fit Tycho's date. 9
Galilee Galilei was the first to ever turn a telescope to
the sky.

His telescope changed the terms of the riddle that

the heavens presented to astronomers,and it made the riddle
vastly easier to solve,for ih Galeleo's hands, the telescope
disclosed countless evidences for Copernicanism.3°

By looking

at ,Tupi ter, Galilee was able to view a miniature Copernican
universe.

He saw the moons of Jupiter.

He saw small

things moving around big things, and the innermost moves
faster than the outermost.

He also saw that the earth

was not unique in having moons.

By his telescope, Galilee saw that Venus showed
different phases like the moon.

By Ptolemaic theory,

Venus must be either new or cresent, whereas Copernican
theory can predict all phases.
In the meantime, Copernus' book was banned.

Galilee

wrote Dialogue of the Two Principal Systems of the World,
Ptolemaic, and Copernican, in which the comparison of
the two theories takes place.

The book was pro-Copernican

(14)
and it too was banned and Galilee had to renounce his
faith.

Unable to perform astronomy anymore, he worked

on kinematics and laid the foundation for Newton, the
founder of classical mechanics.
Kepler was a protege of "JYcho Brahe.

He was a

mathematician under Tycho before Tycho's death.

He

thus acquired the vast collection of data that Tycho had
accumulated.

Kepler, unlike Tycho, was full of praise

for the sun-centered planetary system, hut his data did
not confirm mathematically.

Kepler was acutely and

unconfortably aware of the incongruous residues in the
De Revolutionibus, and he took it upon himself to eliminate them by exploiting fully the earth's new status as
a planet governed, like the other planets, by the sun.3 1
As a prelude to his· laws, Kepler had to map the
orbits of the planets, particularlly Mars.

In order to

achieve this he compared the direction of Mars at two
instants separated by the Martian sidereal period,

687 days.

Mars had thus traveled 360° around the sun.

He came up with a map of the Martian orbit in terms of
"astronomical units".

He now had the orbit of r.'iars mapped.

He then mapped the orbit of the earth from which Mars is
observed.

Again and again Kepler was forced to change

the combination of circles used in computing these orbits.

He worked out a circular orbit for Mars that came within
eight minutes of arc of Tycho's observations of that
planet.But because Kepler knew that Tycho's data were

(15)
accurate to within as little of four or five minutes of
arc, he discarded the assumption of a circular orbit,
started his calculations afresh and eventucally arrived at
an elliptical orbit that fitted the observations.3 2
Kepler now had his three laws of planetary motions.
The first two appeared in 1609, and the third in 1619.
These laws are summarized as follows:
1.

2.

J.

The planets move in elliptical orbits with the
sun at one of the faci.
The straight line joining the sun and any
planet sweeps out equal areas in equal intervals
of time.
The squares of the orbital periods of t~e planets
are proportional to the Qubes of their mean
distances from the sun. 3 J

These three laws, although purely descriptive, are
an immense advance over the epicycle theory.

Perhaps

they are most important in that they separate the different
mechanical features that need explanation.3 4

He believed

that mathematically simple laws are the basis of all
natural phenomena and that the sun is the physical cause
of all celestial motions.35

To him the third law in

and of itself explained why the planetary orbits had been
laid out by God in the particular way that they had, and
that sort of explanation, derived from mathematical
harmony, is what Kepler continually sought in the heavens.3 6
The fundamental principles underlying Kepler's laws, and
from which they are deduced, were not understood until
later in the seventeenth century, by Sir Isaac Newton.3 7

(16)
NEWTON'S LAWS OF MOTION AND GRAVITATION
For the Copernican Revolution to continue its
acceptance in the world it needed yet another man and
his theories.

It required such men as Galilee and

Kepler, who made it the foundation of a new natural
philosophy, and finally Newton, who provided a coherent
world mechanics based on universal gravitation • .3 8
Newton, the greatest genius of the Renaissance, was
borm in 1642, the year of Galilee's death.

He had dev-

eloped most of his calculations and new thoughts before
he was the age of 24, and he is known as the greatest
physical scientist.
published in 1687.

His works appeared in the ''Principia'',
His contribution to planetary theory

was to unite the celestial planets with the things of the
earth in one all-embracing theory of motions:

he dis-

covered and he verified that the same laws of nature
work throughout our solar system.
Newton's three famous laws can be generalized in
the foilowing:
1.

2.

J.

A body at rest or in uniform motion will remain
at rest or in uniform mQtion unless some external
force is applied to it.J9
When a body is acted upon by a constant force .,
its resulting acceleration is proportional to
the f£l ce and inversely proportional to the
mass. 0
To every action force tha1e is an equal and
opposite reaction force.

The first law implies that motion is the natural
state of the universe.

Newton took the view that a force

is not needed to produce velocity but that it is needed

(17)
to

produ~e a change of velocity, or an acceleration. 42

Uniform motion can never be realized in nature.
best example is an isolated star.

The

The isolated star

moves in a straight line because only weak forced act
upon it.

The reason why the isolated star does not show

uniform motion is that the path of such a star is curved
by the weak pull of the central of mass of the stars in
our galaxy.

For every 1,000,000 miles of forward travel

4
the star is deviated sidewise about two-tenths of an inch. 3
The second law is often stated algebreabally in
the form:

F

= MX A

where F is the force, M is the mass, and A is the
acceleration.

Force and acceleration are vector quantities.

They both have magnitude and direction.
are vector quantities.

Orbital motions

Their velocity is accelerated

toward the center by the gravitational pull of the sun.
Acceleration is produced not only when a velocity changes
in magnitude but also when it changes in direction.
And a planet traveling along an elliptical course is
44 The
changing its direction of motion all the time.
planets orbits are trajectories constantly being bent
towards the center of attraction to which each is
subordinate. 45

(18)

The third law states that forces come in pairs.
This law is sometimes difficult to appreciate.

If motions

come in pairs that are equal, how can anything move?
Why doesn't the earth move to meet a falling object?
The reasons are because the earth's mass is so large
and it would be hard to accelerate.
Newton is probably more famous for his Law of
Gravitation.

Although Newton's laws of motions serve

as the foundations of mechanics and are applicable to
forces of all types, something more was needed to account
for the specific way that planets move.

If these laws

are valed, then how do they relate to the empirical
findings of Kepler? 46
Newton knew that the surface rate of acceleration was
J2 ft/s2.

He also knew that the acceleration of the mQon

toward the earth is J2 ft/min.2 •
J600.

These are in a ratio of

The moon's distance is 240,000 miles and the earth's

radius is 4,000 miles.
therefore

The acceleration of an object

appears to be proportional to the inverse

square of its distance from the center of the attracting
body. 4 7 This is in the form:
F

= G M1

M2
n2

where F is the force, M1 and M2 are the masses of the
bodies, D the distance between them, and G is a constant
3
that has the value of 6.67 X 10- 8 cm /gm s2.

(19)
Newton was able to deduce all three of Kepler's
laws of planetary motion, thus carrying over this descriptive system into a perfect casual description of the
motion of the planets. 48 In order for his laws to be
valid, this was a necessity.
Newton assended Kepler's first law by changing the
orbit from an ellipse to a conic section.

There are

many different paths for a conic section.

The eccen-

tricity of a conic section is a measure of distance
from a point on a conic to a focus and the distance from
the point to the directric.

The conic sections and their

eccentricity are:
Circle - 0
Parabola - 1

Ellipse - 0-1
Hyperbola 1.

The ·~traight line ts also a conic path.
Thepe.-vario'ti!S'types of orbits can be obtained by
placing an object 1 a.u. from the sun, shoot the object
at right angles to the sun, and vary the spads of each
shot.
The first object will be shot at zero speeds.
object will be at rest relative to the sun.

The

The orbit

is a line and the object will strike the sun in 65 days.
We will fire the next object at 2 mi/s.

The

resulting motion will be an elliptic of high eccentricity.
The aphelion distance will be 1 a.u. and the
will be only a small margin.
the shooting point to the sun.

pe~helion

The major axis will be from

(20)

If we next fire an object at about 10 mi/s, we
will have ah ellipse of lower eccentricity.

Th.e aphelion

will be 1 a.u. and perhelion will be 0.17 a..u.

The

orbital period will be longer t.han the 2 mi/s firing and
shorter than the earths.
The circu.lar velocity can be deduced from Newton's
work 'by substituting in the formula1

v2.
ClrC

= ~·
J.J

where G is the gravita.t:ional constant, M = 2.00 X 10.33 gm
and D = 1 a.u. = 1.50 X 10 1 3 em. With these values the
circular veloc.i ty comes out to 18.5 mi/s..
be the center of the circle.

The sun will

This is the approximate

speed of the earth in its motion around the sun.
When the firing speed is the square roat of 2 times
the circular velocity the path becomes a parabola.
object will move on a one way path to infinity..
will excape solar gravitation.

The

It

This required speed ca.n

be found by using the formula:
2
2t:ra
vpar = ·rr .
The parabolic velecity is also called the escape velocity.

As we further increase the speed the path will
become a hyperbola.
If we now approach infinite speeds some interesting
things happen.

The eccentrity approaches and the object

moves ·in a straight line.

It will require no time for

(22)
In the realm of orbit theory only two observational
tests for the Einstein theory have been devised.
The first is that:

the line joining the sun and

the planets perhelion should rotate slowly eastward.
The faster-moving planets show the greatest effect.

For

Mercury's perhelion to make one revolution requires
J million years.
angular rate is
lS

More precisely, Einsteins predicted
~-J.

2" per century, but nearly all of this

accounted for by

the~~:~-~-~~'

of other planets on Mercury. 4 9
~-2.6"

± 0.9" per century.

gravitational forces

The remaining amount is

Before relativity, Mercury's

motion was believed to be caused by an intra-Mercurical
planet called Vulcan.
The second is the gravitational deflection of light.
This should be about 1.75" according to Einstein.
Newton Predicts only half as much.

Evidence points to

Einstein.
The general theory of relativity has given us a
new and superior theory of gravitntion.

Its impact on

cosmology is great, but on planetary motions it is relatively minor, but nevertheless significant.5°

These

irregularities ..•... must be taken into account when
calculating the exact position of a heavenly body.5 1
~LDS

IN COLLISION

~~his

is the title of a book

by

Immanuel Velikovsk.y

about a theory as to the origin of the universe.

The

(23)

book was published in 1950 and a great deal of havoc
followed it.

Scientists were so tatally against this

man's theories that they threatened the Macmillian
Publishing Company with a boycott of its textbooks if
it did not quit printing the book.

The book is past

its ?2nd printing much to the dismay of Macmillian and
Company.
Velikovsky studied many ancient texts, including the
Bible, and from Greeks, Babylonians, Aztecs, Mayas, and
other manuscripts.

He found a vast similarity in the

writings.
He believes that around 1500 :9.C. the planet
Jupiter spewed f'orth a gigantic mass of material that
streaked along, cometlike, sideswiping earth and Mars
several times and finally settled into a circular orbit
around the sun as the planet we now call Venue.

Among

the natural catastrophes resulting from these collisions,
he believes, were the Biblical ten plag'Ues in Egypt, the
parting of the Red Sea, the rain of manna from heaven
and .the apparent stopping of the sun in its course during
Israellite battle.5 1
Velikovsky was finally given the chance to give a
verbatim report of his theory in March of this year.
The reason because of recent disc.o,reries that has proved
his assertions chiefly

by

deep-space probes.

He accurately

postulated, for example, the existence of radios emissions

from Jupiter, the fact of volcanic activity on the moon,
the discovery that Venus is a hot planet, and the recognition that ea.rth is girdled hy a magnetosphere. 5 2

CONCLUSIONS
The problems presented by the motions of our solar
system are very far from being solved.

We have witnessed

a continual interplay for over two thousand years between
the observed facts of planetary motions and the theories
developed to account for them.

We have also witnessed a

theory based solely from historical texts.

From Eudoxus

spheres onward different theories have fallen flat on
their faces.

We can not say that the theories that we

use today will not become obsolete as time goes on,
because in all probability they will change.
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